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          OUR VISION STATEMENT                                                         

                      Dudley Farm Historic State Park preserved for the appreciation of future generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         “We took pride in what we had; took care of it.               

 That is what I still want for this place.”                           

          ~  Myrtle Dudley 
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      A NOTE from the PRESIDENT 

We went from days that were too hot to be outside to days we can’t be outside because of the rain.  Summer always is a hot time 
and hard to plan anything for visitors to come and do.   We haven’t had a meeting in three months, I believe. Why? At one time or 
another, at least half of us have been under the weather, most with Covid.   I have no idea how sick I would be if I hadn’t had the 
shots.  I don’t even want to imagine.  It has hung on for my husband and I for way over a month. 

It was suggested that the CSO’s from Dudley and O’Leno get to know each other.  I went to a Board meeting at O’Leno and was 
welcomed.  I think it will be a positive thing for both of us to get to know each other. To learn from each other, to even learn what 
not to do.  I am joining their CSO but that doesn’t mean I will be at every meeting,  just time to become partners in supporting our 
State Parks, but especially the staff. 

An important thing to remember is that our State Parks can’t function without the support of volunteers.  Everyone can do some-
thing.  I am not supposed to be in the sun for any length of time.  But I can be in front of my computer looking for grants, reaching 
out to folks that may be able to give us donations or ideas, whatever can be done to support this beautiful historic landmark. 

In the near future, we will be fundraising for a beautiful pavilion that will benefit the State, the CSO and most importantly the pub-
lic.  We have been working on this for years and I am in hopes this is the year we can begin seeing our dream come to life.  

If you have any fundraising ideas, please feel free to contact me at 352-226-0153. 

Thanks, 

Emelie Matthews 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

            THE FRIENDS OF DUDLEY FARM CITIZENS SUPPORT ORG.                      

      MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES                                                                                                        

      Student  -yearly -$10.      Individual -yearly -$20.      Organization -yearly -$80.     Corporate -yearly -$200.                                                 

         Family (same address) yearly -$30.       Life Individual -$350.        Life Couple -$550.                            

             Yearly membership runs from January 1st to December 31st. 

 Submit membership dues to  “The Friends of Dudley Farm”,  at 18730 W. Newberry Road.  Newberry, Fl. 23669                                        

     We are the Dudley Farm Citizens Support Organization 

              SANDRA’S   TIDBITS 

Hello All.   I hope everyone is having a fine summer so far.  We are in the usual summer mode of trying to beat back the weeds 

and keep the grass from taking over.  That is what Florida summers are like, as we all know.   

Aside from that, all is about the same.  The cows chew their cud in the fields; the horses swat the flies with their tails.  And we sit 

on the back porch sipping our home-made lemonade.   -   Ha, just kidding!  -   talking about homemade lemonade, here is an old-

fashioned recipe if you wish to make some one afternoon:   

This recipe comes from https://www.allrecipes.com/recipe/20486/vintage-lemonade/                                                                                                         

                                       

                Vintage Lemonade                                                                                    

        5 lemons         1 ¼ cups of white sugar    1 ¼ quarts of water                                           

           Peel the rinds form the 5 lemons and cut them into ½ inch slices. Set the lemons aside.                           

                         Place the rinds in a bowl and sprinkle the sugar over them.                                    

  Let this stand for about 1 hour, so that the sugar begins to soak up the oils from the lemon rinds.                     

          Bring water to a boil in a covered sauce pan and then pour the hot water over the sugared lemon rinds.            

                     Allow this mixture to cool for 20 minutes and remove the rinds.                               

              Squeeze the lemons into another bowl.  Pour the juice through a strainer into the sugar mixture.                         

 Stir well and refrigerate.      Sit, relax and sip on a hot summer day! 

The fencing and gates are looking wonderful at the farmstead!  Dale, O’Leno crew, Thomas, and Jacob have been diligently 

making/hanging new gates and replacing our sad worn out fences!  It is looking nice indeed!  Come out one day and take look!

  

On sadder note – We are losing our marvelous OPS Krista!  (sad face) ☹                                                                                      

Krista has been with us since April of 2021 and has become an extremely valuable member of our Dudley team!  She jumped right 

on in and learned as she worked.  She was always willing, and happy, to undertake any task with vigor and a happy smile!  We 

will definitely miss Krista but she is on to newer and more wonderful things.  Becoming a mother!  We wish her the best of luck 

and much happiness!  Don’t forget to come visit us Krista. 

 
To all – have a safe summer! 
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Seasons/My Time at Dudley Farm 
  

Hello to all of Dudley Farm Historic State Park. I’m Krista and I’ve had the pleasure of being an OPS 
at Dudley Farm since May of 2021. My husband and I are excited to start the adventure of parenthood this year, 
welcoming our baby boy, Judah this September. With that, my season as an OPS at Dudley Farm has come to a 
close. 

 
During my time here I’ve been immersed into the history of 1800’s farming, architecture, music, and 

fashion. Getting a small grasp of how hard life as an early settler could be and how amazingly inventive people 
were before electricity. Seeing the ever moving painting of nature with its storms, prosperity, death, and 
blooms. Even the Summer rain washouts bring the spotting of pink Rain Lilies. This world is so fluid and beau-
tiful. Every day can be rewarding, a flower you’ve been waiting for has finally bloomed, the harvest of a crop 
you sowed, a freshly brushed horse, or even the strengthening of friendship through conversation on the rainy 
Summer day. 

 
 It’s such a treat to have worked and talked with so many of you. Learning of the ways insects have 

shaped history with the warrior against invasive plants Tom Fasulo, the thrilling discovery of edible weeds with 

the assiduous farmer & Ranger Stephanie Bartsch, being warmed by the undying humor & wit of our PSS San-

dra Cashes, the comradery & fascinating facts from the inquisitive mind of Jacob Mehegan, and the enriching 

interactions with so many others. 

 God has blessed me with my time at Dudley. I’ve gained knowledge and experience that will allow me to enrich and care 

for my family, friends, and even strangers. I must say that, until motherhood starts, this has been the best job I’ve ever had. I shed 

tears at how grateful I am for what I’ve been given during my time here.                                                    

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

     A surprise farewell     

luncheon w/ baby gifts               

Krista Ku, it has been a treat having you as an active part of our Dudley Farm family.  We’ll miss you!                      

Hopefully, you will keep in touch with us.  We wish you, hubby and baby health and happiness always.   

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   

             Music Makers 

Most Saturdays visitors, volunteers and staff enjoy the old time music of the Dudley Farm Musicians.   Playing either in the shade 

of the trees, on the back porch of the Visitors Center or at the farmhouse, their amazing sounds transport us back in time to when 

the Dudley’s,  their friends and neighbors gathered to relax, have fun and make music.                                                                                          

Yes, they were extremely hard working, busy folk but they also knew the value of taking time to rest and to enjoy.  

 

     ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

                          Our Soil Sister  ~  Lorraine McDowell  ~  says: 

I have always loved digging in the earth, looking for caterpillars and butterflies and planting seeds to see what grew.  Working in 

the plant nursery at Dudley has always been a fun thing to do and there are wonderful people to work with.  We do, however, have 

problems at times when things go wrong.   Lately it has been the watering system.   In the rural areas we have pumps and they can 

be temperamental.  Then we have creatures that like to dig in our carefully planted pots and it always happens at night or when we 

aren't there.   I know what the Dudleys would have done with that problem but we can' t do that.   I leave that to your imagination.   

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

   

 

              Visit us at www.FriendsofDudleyFarm.org                                                                              Like us on Facebook. 
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Winged Yam at Dudley Farm                                                                                                    
Tom Fasulo 

Many of you know of Dioscorea bulbifera, the air potato. In Florida, it is not only a Category 1 Invasive Weed, but is also a noxious 
weed. Category 1 weeds are the worst invasive weeds, and noxious weeds are the worst of the worst. Fortunately, the air potato 
leaf beetle---released in 2012---does such a good job controlling the air potato Alachua County no longer has an Air Potato Round-
up Day. It is now called Invasive Weed Day so volunteers can help eradicate other invasive weeds.  

Another Category 1 weed is a close cousin to the air potato, as it is in the same genus. Dioscorea alata, is known as purple yam, 
winged yam and other names. The Florida List of Invasive Weeds calls it winged yam, due to the four ridges---wings--- on the stem 
which make it feel like a square stem. This feature is more apparent in older plants. This species looks like the air potato, except its 
aerial tubers are long and irregular instead of round. Its Wikipedia page describes it as “one of the most important staple crops in 
Austronesian cultures.” In some of those cultures it is used as a desert. Earlier this year a Filippino-American family visited the 
Farm and when I showed them a sample of the winged yam, the father, who was visiting from the Philippines, told me how they 
prepared it. However, before using it as a food source check its Wikipedia page for warnings on its adverse effects.  
Winged yam is considered invasive as it can quickly overtake an area, reaching far up into the branches of trees. A UF/IFAS publi-
cation states it can climb up to 80 feet and have underground tubers weighing 100 pounds. The leaves of the winged yam look like 
those of the air potato, in that they are heart-shaped with a point and have prominent veins. The leaves of young plants can fit 
into the palm of your hand, while older plants have leaves large enough to cover your face.  

Unfortunately, we have large numbers of winged yam growing at Dudley Farm. When I volunteer at the homestead and there are 
no visitors, I spend my time weeding the front garden and other areas. If you grasp a young winged yam stem close to the ground, 
you can often pull its root up. Slightly older plants often have a larger root resembling a dark, irregular carrot. With luck, you can 
sometimes pull these up too. However, as they get older, it forms a corm which has to be dug up. I recently dug up an older plant 
behind the laundry house. This plant had three vines emerging. Although I went down about 15 inches I still didn’t get all the 
corm. It was so large, I removed numerous large chunks from the hole. 
The plant grows quickly. Sometimes when I pull at a stem it snaps off at ground level. Some of these plants are growing higher 
than the fence around the garden, or about four feet. When I return the next weekend, the plant has regrown that four feet and 
more. During Florida’s winter the plant dies back. But the stem, often reaching high into the trees remains. The next year’s growth 
uses the old stem to quickly grow back into the upper branches of trees. In many areas, the plant covers young trees, shading out 
native vegetation.  

A UF/IFAS publication recommends glyphosate (RoundUp) for foliar applications but the herbicide does not control aerial tubers 
already produced. Additionally, glyphosate is not effective in completely killing the underground tubers. As my primary purpose at 
the Farm is to interpret for visitors, I don’t use a herbicide as I walk away from weed control to greet visitors. So I practice me-
chanical control. I’m having success at the homestead, but am fighting a losing battle in the surrounding woods. As my primary 
weed control is aimed at invasive weeds, and due to the reduced number of staff and volunteers at the homestead, the native 
weeds in the front garden outnumber the flowers.  
Learn what winged yam looks like, as it may be in your home’s landscape. Early control will save you many hours later if you let 
this weed get established. 

                 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

From the Journal of March 2000 (edited) 

                                         Bob and Gena Phillips’  Visit to a northern Dudley Farm                                

At the Newberry Farm Toy and Tractor show, Gena and Bob met Marion and George Bradley, who are members of the Dudley 
Farm Foundation of Guilford Connecticut.  Bob and Gena visited the northern Dudley Farm recently, they brought back brochures 
and newsletters and we were startled at the parallel between the two Dudley Farms!                                                            

 Both were donated by an elderly, unmarried Dudley, with no heirs.                                                                                          
 Both were settled by Dudleys and remained in continuous family ownership until this donation.     
 Capt. William Dudley built the first house on the original Connecticut parcel.                                                                 
 Capt. P.B. H. Dudley built the original log cabin and home site on Florida  property.                                                       
 Both became prominent farm families  –  The Connecticut parcel being called Dudleyville and the Florida Dudley’s      
 establishing a community center known as Dudley.        
 Corn and syrup were important products of both farms.  Maple syrup and yellow corn in Connecticut (they had a grist 
 mill).  Corn and cane syrup in Florida.            
Both farms are in the process of restoration and development with strong commitment to education, community, preserving the past 
pioneer way of life and agricultural traditions.  The Connecticut Dudley Farm has a pilot program within the local schools, a weekly 
Farmers Market encourages community gardens and farming plots and has farming and craft demonstrations.   

It should prove interesting and rewarding to open up communication with the northern Dudleys!     (We mail them our Journal ~  G) 
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           TIDBITS from the FARM 

Krista Ku, our OPS, will be leaving us.  And we’re going to really miss her!  The expectant mom and her husband become parents 
some time in September.     Sandra arranged a surprise farewell luncheon / baby shower for her on July 28th.   It was a surprise!       
In attendance were volunteers, our park staff and those from O’Leno.   Fun, yummy food and gifts for her too. 

Jimmy Bishop has been mowing the pastures.  He’s even mowed in the rain (not intentionally and didn’t enjoy it).  This time of  
year the grass doesn’t give him a break.     We’re thankful to him for his dedication to this necessary and very time-consuming job 
allowing our rangers more time for their many other duties.    

A few Saturdays ago, Tom Fasulo was doing interpretation on the Farm as usual.  While talking to two ladies about the history of 
the Farm he mentioned that in the 1940s it was basically an egg factory, with about 600 chickens and 100 turkeys.  The Dudleys sold 
the eggs to an egg hatchery in Gainesville for 5-cents each.  The hatchery would then hatch them, and send the young chicks and 
pullets back out to farms to be raised for meat or to lay more eggs.  The two ladies are part of a large family which has lived in 
Jonesville for generations.  The ladies, hearing about the hatchery, told Tom they remembered where it was.  They said they remem-
bered the silo - probably used to store the grain to feed the birds - and the smell.   It was on Archer Road in the area where the 
Cracker Barrel restaurant is now.   

The  Plymouth Barred Rock chicken flock has dwindled to a mere three.  Hawks, age and sickness have done them in. 

Stephanie is back to work after vacation.  Her yearly visit to family and friends in Germany.  We missed her during her absence.  

Dale Kendrick, former park manager, and Jacob with help from people from O’Leno have been putting in new fence posts and fenc-
ing around the homestead.  Many of the new posts were made from downed cedar trees.   It really looks nice.  The farm is losing that 
run-down, “homeless” look. 

Joey Malphers does a great job advertising the Commissary on Facebook.  His photography is amazing!  Thank you Joey for being a 
Commissary Keeper. 

The Dudley Farm Players gather most Saturdays on the back porch of the Visitors Center (under the ceiling fans).  Jim Marks, the 
musicians coordinator, developed a really interesting and fun play list.  Everyone loves hearing these old time sounds. 

The Heritage Nursery’s Soil Sisters work tirelessly in the summer heat propagating plants which when sold help support our park.  
The gals have been short staffed due to summer vacations, illness and the heat.                                                                                 
They’ve been frustrated with the unpredictable water situation, a pump company is fixing the problem.                                       
Thank goodness for the almost daily July rains. 

           ~~~~~~We’d love it if you would add your ‘Tidbits from the Farm’ for the next edition of the Journal!~~~~~~~~   
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       Dudley Farm Heritage Plant Nursery ~ Financial Report ~ Irma Riley CEO.  

                    January 1, 2022       to      June 30, 2022 

   Expenses 

1/14/22   sprinkler timer                                      $31.52                                                                        

3/17/22          “      timer                                       $32.49                                                                             

4/20/22   Chiappinin Nursery                             $397.00                                                                       

4/26/22   Micanopy Wildflowers                        $131.00                                                                      

4/29/22   sprinkler timer                                       $35.99                                                                           

4/29/22   Osmocote                                              $29.99                                                                       

5/26/22   sprinkler timer                                       $27.99                                                                       

5/26/22   large tote – potting soil                        $120.00      

  Total                                                                  $805.98 

Income             1/1/22 to 6/30/22                    $2,882.00                                                       

Net Income      1/1/22 to 6/30/22                    $2,076.02 
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While wondering what might be included in this issue of the Journal and needing to fill the usual amount of pages, I was per-

plexed!   Sleep on it!  I've found this to be really good advice.  So I did!   And, what I woke up with the next morning was the idea 

for a new feature 'acknowledging longtime volunteers'.                                                                                                                         

In preparation for each edition, looking through old Journals, for an interesting 'Page from the Past' I found that certain volunteers' 

names were prominent.  In the case of Bob and Gena Phillips, their names/service/accomplishments were mentioned in almost 

every issue throughout many years.  Here below is a brief synopsis of what I found along with additional comments from Sally 

Morrison and Dale Kendrick.   While reading this, you'll be amazed by the diverse talent and amazing dedication of this couple. 

And, they are still Dudley Farm volunteers.  Still sealing, stamping and mailing each edition of the Journal.   And, Bob brings part 

of his extensive collection of antique tools for "show and tell" to the park during certain events.   G  

             Longtime, valued volunteers of Dudley Farm Historic State Park                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                     

              Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phillips ~ better known as Bob and Gena  

Sally Morrison, 1st Ranger, Volunteer Coordinator of Dudley Farm, added acknowledgement (in quotation marks):    

"Even before Dudley Farm officially opened to the public, Bob and Gena Phillips were volunteering their knowledge, time, and 

hard work all during the restoration."     " Once the park opened Bob purchased, fixed and operated the corn grist mill used at cane 

grindings and maintained the antique tractor that powered the mill."   "It was easy to see his love of people as he greeted visitors and 

explained/demonstrated the uses of antique tools and farm equipment.   Bob helped facilitate the donation of the Oren Marchant 

Commissary, too.  Good neighbor, special friend, and the best volunteer you could hope for, that's Bob!"                                   

"Gena is an unrivaled baker; one of her pecan pies auctioned for $50. at the dessert auction of our first Cane Grinding" {Cane 

Day}.   That was a wonderfully fun and busy day.   Gena and Bob had breakfast for everyone before the event.   “She and Bob also 

provided hoe cake demonstrations at the Hodge Barn, cooking and serving them with Dudley syrup."  They built the pecan wood 

plank tables used at the park.   “Gena spearheaded the first Evening at Dudley, April 17, 2004, which raised in the neighborhood of 

$2000.”  That money repaired the old piano in the farmhouse parlor.   Bob directed the remainder of that money to repair the pitcher 

pump in the farmyard and to install electrical service to the 1950's kitchen which at that time was used for storage.  Gena continued, 

to chair this event, with great success, another two years.  "Growing up in the area Gena knew the  Dudleys and gave insight into 

community life ... while always being ready to help at Dudley Farm."      Both Bob and Gena had served on the Friends of Dudley 

Farm Board of Directors.  Bob also served as assistant editor of the Dudley Farm Journal.  Gena was part of the 'Dudley Quilters'.                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                         

From the Journal of March 2001:                                                                                                                                                       

"Bob Phillips is {a} Friend of Dudley Farm that gives in so many ways that it would be difficult to say enough thanks to.  He re-

ports that the wiring is almost complete and the A/C is almost in for the Hodge House" {Visitors Center}.   "Bob cooks, repairs, 

runs errands, and is truly our handyman.  Thanks from all of us Bob for donating so much time and talent to this project."                                      

                                                                                                                                                          

From the Journal of May 2004   "Membership Corner"  -  Special Thanks     ~   Anne Leivonen Hair                                                

Bob & Gena Phillips for all the time and effort they put into Dudley Farm,  The Evening at Dudley; Cane Grindings; Farm Plow 

Days; Electrical work; Cooking; Food Committee details; The Hand Pump Project; Handicap Accessibility Advice; Tractor upkeep 

& Supplies; Public Relations.                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                       

Message from CSO President  ~  Nancy McIntosh  ~  March 2005 Journal:                                                                                                 

Complimented Gena for her work on the Evening at Dudley where Gena Phillips led the planning and development of the event.     

                                                                                                       

A note of acknowledgement from Dale Kendrick:                                                                                                                                                            

“I was assigned Park Manager of Dudley Farm in September 1996 and from the start faced many challenges to bring the Farm back 

as we know it today as well as get it opened to the public.   At that time, many volunteers came forward to help meet the challenge.  

One volunteer that stands out in my mind is Bob Phillips. Bob was always ready to help in anyway needed.    We relied on Bob to 

help handle the electric wiring for the visitor center.  He also donated many items to the farm and went with me to Jacksonville to 

purchase the John Deer Model M tractor now at the Farm.  Bob was instrumental in having the Marchant Commissary donated to 

the farm.    I know I’ve left out some of the contributions Bob has made, but he was never one who wanted any credit for what he 

contributed, hours worked, contributions made and projects completed. Bob just wanted to help the Farm become what it is today.                                                                                                                              

Thanks Bob and thanks to you Gina for all of your behind the scenes never tiring support.” 
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In the early issues of the Journal there was a feature in the Journal entitled "I Remember".                                                   

Bob wrote this for the March 2000 edition:                                                                                                                                      

Growing up on a two mule farm in the late 1930's and early 1940's everyone in the family had to contribute to make a living.  Being 

the youngest child it fell my responsibility to pump the water for all the livestock.   Therefore every afternoon when I got in from 

school I had to go to the old pitcher pump and pump the trough full of fresh water.  The more I pumped, the faster they drank. 

When this chore was finished I would go to the corn crib and shuck the corn for the mules and milk cows and shell a bucket full of 

corn for the chickens.  There wasn't any time to be bored because  there were always lots of chores that had to be done.  If you had 

any free time, you would go dig a can of worms and go fishing in the creek.   ~  Bob Phillips  

  

                            Gena and Bob ~  comfy at home              Bob, with some of his antique tool collection, greeting visitors 

  
       THANK YOU! 

Bob and Gena Phillips  

 A remarkable couple.      

     

Dedicated to each other 

and to the cause that   

they believe in -      

Dudley Farm Historic 

State Park. 

< These two pictures >   

were take from the   

May 2004 Dudley 

Farm Journal. 

 

 
   OUR MISSION STATEMENT                                                            

Our mission is to enhance the visitors experience through supporting 

preservation and through education at Dudley Farm, a one of a kind late 

1800’s farm. 
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       To become an advertiser, supporting our Journal at $25. per issue, please contact Gloria Hughes—yousguys58@gmail.com 

   We hope that you will support these generous advertisers who contribute                                   

            to the printing and distribution of this Journal: 

 Friends of Dudley Farm              

18730 W. Newberry Rd.             

Newberry, Florida 32669 
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